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Christianity has only been around for 1700 years and it had to be enforced on the population
over centuries of violence, cultural genocide, lies and occult warfare. The second Europe got
freed up from under the Church the following century the 19th century was called the atheist
age the Christian religion has been in total decline for centuries the new online world just sped
this up.
Think of this fact in contrast to the Egyptians who's civilization and religion was forty thousand
years old from their own records [oy veh everything is only six thousands years old like the Bible
says] and had to be violently murdered by the Catholic Church with over two decades of Pol Pot
level tactic's.
How does a religion last for forty thousand years unbroken on its own merit...... Maybe it was
true and its Gods are real and the People who where part of it knew this, interacted with them
and underwent internal transformative experiences that caused a deep spiritual awakening in
their soul. The Christian Church had to fight for centuries against Paganism the Pagan's took up
arms and fought with everything they had and won in many cases. The average Christian would
never risk themselves for this lie they follow and they know it. The Pope could only use
mercenaries who where promised lands, power and money for their crusades. Walk into any
Church today and all you find is agnostic's. Everyone knows its a lie.
The Egyptian religion was based on the concept of Maat the understanding as they wrote that
by awakening the Arat Sekhem the fire up the spine would open the inner Eye of Osiris and
obtain this state of conscious where they would know truth. Their entire religion was based on
the laws of energy that manifest the entire universe, energy is conscious....Maat. On the other
hand Christianity is some racially Jewish looking pedophile priest trying to cross out your
consciousness. The Egyptians from the lists of texts in the library of Alexandria had texts such
as the "Book of Breath" wrote by the God Thoth on how to obtain the level of Maat and become
immortal.
The current Atheism is a reaction to Christianity that is manipulated by the Jews all the major
atheist leaders are Jews. This to keep people from going back to the original teachings. They
project the idea that all religion was all like Christianity so don't even bother then promote
meaningless arguments based on this false perception.
Ancient Egypt was governed by the Serpent Priests the people who had a risen serpent and
thus had obtained the concept of Maat incarnated within their own soul consciousness. These
were the beings who communicated directly with the Gods as their psychic abilities where fully
open. Anyone could obtain this state with time and practice. This is because as the Egyptians
stated the Gods live in the Orion galaxy in the Duat. They communicate with them on the level
of the astral the dimension of existence that does not require direct physical contact for
communication. How many of the atheist talkers that are not Jews...... Sit down and practice any
of the inner methods that the Religion of the ancients was based upon.... None, they are virgins
lecturing about sex pretending to be experts.

Do you think the Egyptians followed the Gods for 40 thousand years because they didn't
exist..... The Christian god is false and Christianity has not lasted even 2 thousand years it will
not be around in 40 thousand years. Were the People who build the pyramids gullible and
stupid.... No they were not.

Baphomet the Gnostic God is an Egyptian term. Ba the Immortal soul, Fha reborn....Maat into
eternal consciousness. The Templar's also called their Goddess Mata which is a Sanskrit word
for the Goddess its probable that since the Egyptians didn't write with vowels Maat is actually
Mata. Which is water and earth the Female elements of existence. The Templar's had the
Pagan Greek God Abraxas on the banner of their main head quarters with the name of Zeus
underneath it, they where not Christians. Abraxas is the symbol of the entire Pagan system of
Soma Sophia the generation of the perfected body of the Magnum Opus.
Baphomet was shown as a human head with a male and female face on either side the united
and activated state of consciences from Sophia the serpent energy. Baphomet is the state of
consciousness of the soul made perfect and eternal by the Magnum Opus.
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